
Hello everyone!


Here we are in the second part of this unit.


In this lesson we will focus on some irregular verbs in the present tense and finally what we can 
say in Italian using the present tense: that is, how to use it in everyday conversation.


Let’s start with the irregular verbs.


Among the irregular verbs in this unit we will find a verb belonging to the group ‘ire’: the verb ‘to 
finish’.


The verb ‘to finish’ belongs to a group of verbs ending with ‘ire’ which do not form the various 
conjugations in a regular way, we’ve learnt already, but in a different way.


Let’s see how!


Let’s eliminate the last three letters from ‘to finish’, in order to get the root of the verb ‘fin’.


At this point we must not just add an ‘o’ but ‘isco’ in oder to get the conjugation of the first person 
singular ‘I’.


I finish


The same applies to ‘you’ and ‘he-she’


You finish

He-she finishes


‘We’ and ‘you’ are regular:


We finish

You finish


Finally ‘they’, is again irregular, with ‘isc’


They finish


Here is the complete conjugation:


I finish

You finish

He, she finishes

We finish

You finish

They finish


There are many other verbs belonging to the ‘isco’ group.


Some of the most common are: ‘prefer’, ‘clean’, ‘send’, ‘understand’, ‘define’, ‘build’ and many 
other.


All these verbs, in the present tense, are all perfectly identical to the verb ‘to finish’.


Let’s now see some other irregular verbs.


Let’s continue with the verb ‘to do’.




Here is the conjugation of the verb ‘to do’.


I do

You do

He, she does

We do

You do

They do


Let’s see some important expressions with the verb ‘to do’


I have breakfast

I do some shopping 

I do grocery shopping 

I have a shower 

I take an exam

I am late


Now the verb ‘to go out’


This is the verb ‘to go out’, which is very irregular in its forms.


I go out

You go out

He’ she goes out

We go out

You go out

They go out


The verb ‘to go out’ is used with the preposition ‘da’:


I leave work 

I exit the supermarket 

I exit the shop

I exit the cinema


With the word ‘home’ we use ‘di’


I leave home


What can we express using the simple present in Italian?


I can express habits, I can say what I am doing now, or I can talk about the future.


Let’s have a look!


Indeed, with the simple present I can express what I usually do during the day: that is, my habits.


Some examples:


‘Generally, after dinner, I watch a movie.’


Or:


Every morning I have a coffee, I eat a brioche and I go to work.’




In addition, in Italian I can use the simple present to describe an action I’m doing right now.


Some examples:


‘Right now I’m watching a movie.’

‘Right now I’m studying Italian.’

‘Right now I’m drinking coffee.’


Another usage of the simple present is that of expressing a future plan:


For example:


‘I’m leaving for London next Saturday.’


Or:


‘Tomorrow I’m taking an exam at University.’


Still more:


‘Tonight I’m going to a birthday party.’


Usually, when we use the simple present to talk about a plan, we specify when that will take 
place: ‘next Saturday’, ‘tomorrow’, ‘tonight’: this helps us understand that we are talking about 
the future.


Ok?


Bye for now, and see you soon to continue with our journey through the Italian language.


See you soon.



